Surface compositional profiles of InAs/GaAs quantum rings
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The composition profile of self-assembled InAs/GaAs quantum rings is studied both experimentally and theoretically. 2D surface maps obtained by X-ray photoemission electron microscopy (XPEEM) reveal a non-uniform profile with an In-rich core, corresponding to the central hole of the ring, surrounded by a rim with stronger In-Ga intermixing. These results are substantiated by an atomistic Valence Force Field (VFF) model which, for a given shape, identifies the composition distribution that minimizes the elastic energy of the system. The VFF calculation predicts a preference for the In atoms to remain localized in the ring hole, in agreement with the experimental findings.

Fig. 1. a): 1000 nm x 480 nm low energy electron microscopy image of self-assembled InAs/GaAs quantum rings. b) Surface In composition of the same area measured by XPEEM. The length markers correspond to 200 nm.
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